**Radiationless energy transfer is at the core of diverse phenomena, such as light harvesting in photosynthesis^[@bib1]^, energy-transfer-based microspectroscopies^[@bib2]^, nanoscale quantum entanglement^[@bib3]^ and photonic-mode hybridization^[@bib4]^. Typically, the transfer is efficient only for separations that are much shorter than the diffraction limit. This hampers its application in optical communication and quantum information processing, which require spatially selective addressing. Here, we demonstrate highly efficient radiationless coherent energy transfer over a distance of twice the excitation wavelength by combining localized and delocalized^[@bib5]^ plasmonic modes. Analogous to the Tavis--Cummings model, two whispering-gallery-mode antennas^[@bib6]^ placed in the foci of an elliptical plasmonic cavity^[@bib7]^ fabricated from single-crystal gold plates act as a pair of oscillators coupled to a common cavity mode. Time-resolved two-photon photoemission electron microscopy (TR 2P-PEEM) reveals an ultrafast long-range periodic energy transfer in accordance with the simulations. Our observations open perspectives for the optimization and tailoring of mesoscopic energy transfer and long-range quantum emitter coupling.**

Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), that is, coherent modes of collective electronic motion and electromagnetic fields, constitute building blocks for ultrafast on-chip routing of signals and energy^[@bib8],\ [@bib9]^ because they allow the concentration of fields to typical dimensions of microelectronics^[@bib10],\ [@bib11]^. In particular, one-dimensional plasmonic waveguides^[@bib12]^ could be used to enhance energy transfer between spatially separated quantum emitters^[@bib13]^, to coherently control energy flow partitioning into different output ports^[@bib14]^ in all-optical nanocircuitry, and even to transmit quantum information^[@bib15]^ in future nanoscale quantum technologies. For nanoscale quantum information processing, it is essential but challenging to establish long-range strong coupling between spatially well-separated quantum emitters.

How can this be achieved? Both large local field enhancements at the positions of the quantum emitters and long-range energy transport with little loss are desirable. Localized surface plasmon (LSP) modes yielding sufficiently large field enhancements and strong coupling of single quantum emitters to such a field mode have recently been demonstrated^[@bib16]^. However, efficient long-range energy transfer is hindered by this field localization and the typically rather strong LSP damping. In contrast, waveguide modes or delocalized SPPs alone do not reach sufficiently large field enhancement. As demonstrated here, the hybridization of localized and delocalized modes allows the optimization of local coupling and facilitates periodic, SPP-mediated energy transfer between two nanoantennas over a distance of twice the excitation wavelength.

In our device, two whispering-gallery-mode (WGM) resonators^[@bib6],\ [@bib17]^ act as plasmonic nanoantennas ([Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). They are placed in the foci of an elliptical SPP cavity^[@bib7]^ to achieve enhanced coupling, similar to the scheme demonstrated for Fabry--Pérot microcavities^[@bib18]^. Strong coupling of the plasmonic nanoantennas is realized by spectrally overlapping the *m*=0 mode of the WGM antennas^[@bib6]^ ([Supplementary Fig. S1b](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) with the standing-wave cavity resonance ([Supplementary Fig. S1a](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Structural parameters are given in the caption of [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. As expected in the strong coupling regime, FDTD simulations reveal a periodic oscillation of field energy between both WGM antennas upon selective excitation of one antenna (WGM~*r*~) with a 30-fs pulsed dipole source placed inside the mesa-shaped part ([Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The cavity-mediated oscillatory excitation transfer from WGM~*r*~ to the left antenna WGM~*l*~ and back occurs with a period of 86 fs. Two full oscillations are observed, demonstrating that indeed strong coupling between the WGM antennas is achieved. Taking the local near-field intensity as a measure of the energy content of the antenna modes and omitting the excitation time window yields an energy transfer efficiency between the antennas of \~7%.

The strong coupling between the WGM antennas could serve to more efficiently transfer energy between two quantum emitters placed above both antennas. The normalized energy transfer rate (nETR) serves to compare this efficiency for different optical near-field assisted schemes. It is defined as the energy transfer rate between two emitters placed in a particular near-field mode divided by the rate obtained in vacuum for the same emitter separation. From simulations based on the FDTD method and the formalism described in Ref [@bib19], we obtain a nETR≈10^7^ for resonant emitters (2.356 rad fs^−1^, 800 nm) located 10 nm above the antennas. In a Förster resonant energy transfer (FRET), two dipole emitters reach the same transfer rate for 15 nm separation^[@bib20]^. Hence, the two emitters act effectively as a donor--acceptor pair despite their large separation. Note that the nETR at 800 nm increases slightly as the cavity *Q*-factor is reduced from *Q*=173 to *Q*=42 by lowering the cavity wall height, whereas the nETR drops slightly for other wavelengths. In general, the impact of *Q* on the nETR is small, and the benchmark value of nETR≈10^7^ holds. To the best of our knowledge, the highest nETR reported to date over a similar distance relies on one-dimensional plasmonic waveguides and is approximately *two orders of magnitude smaller*^[@bib13]^ than that of our design. Hence, as discussed below, WGM antennas embedded in an SPP cavity represent an excellent possibility to realize SPP-mediated strong coupling between single quantum emitters^[@bib21]^.

The device's working principle leading to periodic energy transfer is well captured by a coupled-oscillator model ([Supplementary Information Section 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This classical analogue of the Tavis--Cummings model^[@bib22]^, that is, the interaction of emitters via a common cavity mode, accurately describes the local fields at both antennas ([Figure 1c](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, see [Supplementary Information Section 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the frequency-domain representation). Interestingly, the model implies that for given antennas, the cavity damping constant *γ*~c~ controls the ultrafast energy redistribution between them in a rather counterintuitive manner ([Figure 1d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). For a low cavity damping *γ*~c~, the excitation asymmetry, that is, the energy difference between WGM~*l*~ and WGM~*r*~ normalized to the total energy of both modes, exhibits a fast energy equipartition between both antennas ([Figure 1d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, dashed line), whereas for a higher *γ*~c~, the excitation asymmetry continues to oscillate ([Figure 1d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, solid line). In the latter case, the amounts of cavity and antenna loss converge, which leads to an optimized energy transfer. The underlying effect is called *impedance matching* and is well known in the field of plasmonics^[@bib23]^ and physics in general^[@bib24]^. This qualitative behavior is also confirmed by FDTD simulations for different cavity wall heights ([Supplementary Information Section 3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and demonstrates the utility of the structure as a model system for investigating energy transfer processes.

Limitations of this cavity-based energy transfer scheme were assessed by FDTD and coupled-oscillator simulations. The maximum distance between the antennas for maintaining the demonstrated coupling scheme is limited to approximately 4 μm because at that point, neighboring cavity modes start overlapping with the WGM resonance, leading to a more complicated hybridization scheme, which is not explored here. Note that this maximum distance increases if narrower antenna resonances are employed. The strong coupling regime will break down when the hybridized modes ([Figure 1c](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, inset) can no longer be resolved. This would occur if the cavity damping increases due to, for example, increased cavity wall leakage and *Q*\<30 is reached.

For the experimental device implementation, we use chemically synthesized single-crystalline Au plates^[@bib25],\ [@bib26]^ to avoid loss channels such as grain boundaries ([Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The cavity is prepared by stacking a plate with an elliptical focused ion beam cutout on top of a pristine Au plate, resulting in an atomically smooth cavity floor and steep side walls. Then, focused ion beam milling is used to cut the circular grooves of the WGM antennas. A scanning electron microscopy image of a complete cavity system is shown in [Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}.

For TR 2P-PEEM^[@bib27]^, the structure is illuminated by two ultrashort laser pulses with a variable time delay Δ*t* ([Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) introduced by a phase-stabilized Mach--Zehnder interferometer. WGM~*r*~ is preferentially excited because the cavity rim (height 440 nm) shades WGM~*l*~ for grazing incidence. Photoelectron emission patterns of three cavities with varying geometries are recorded upon single-pulse excitation using PEEM and are shown in [Figure 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. For WGM antennas with a groove depth of *d*~gr~=90 nm, the emission pattern is dominated by the emission from these resonant antennas ([Figure 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, left and right panels), and two strong emission spots reveal information about the field at both antennas. Varying *d*~gr~ shifts the resonance, and for *d*~gr~=110 nm, the excitation is no longer resonant ([Figure 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, middle panel). Furthermore, the emission pattern reveals that the still-resonant excitation of the elliptical cavity has a negligible effect on the photoemission yield since there is very weak emission and no sign of a photoelectron emission cavity mode pattern. Note that monitoring the energy flow through the cavity by PEEM is not possible because of this low yield from the cavity mode. To fine-tune the resonance condition for the cavity mode, we varied the cavity's major axis length by 20 nm from the left to the right panel. According to FDTD simulations, this changes the cavity resonance position by only 0.7%. The slight reduction of the peak emission yield compared with the emission pattern shown in the left panel of [Figure 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} indicates that the resonance conditions for the cavity are not perfectly met. The total yield for single-pulse excitation is used as an indicator for resonant excitation; thus, we employ the structure shown in the left panel of [Figure 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} in all further investigations.

TR 2P-PEEM patterns of the two WGM antennas were recorded as a function of the delay Δ*t* between the two fs laser pulses (24 fs pulse duration). The local emission yield as a function of Δ*t* ([Figure 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), that is, the nonlinear two-pulse correlation signal, contains information about the local spatiotemporal field evolution^[@bib27]^: For Δ*t*\>20 fs, the pulses are fairly well separated, and the signals of the excited and shaded WGM antennas differ significantly. The envelope of the correlation signal of the excited antenna develops a constriction at Δ*t* ≈ 40 fs, whereas the envelope of the shaded antenna exhibits a continuous decrease. Note that both signals are recorded simultaneously and therefore directly reflect differences in the temporal evolution of the local fields. The measured correlation signals are again well reproduced by the coupled-oscillator model (black lines, [Figure 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) if it is considered that the shaded antenna receives some direct excitation (see the caption of [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} for fit parameters). Even the subtle phase effects in the oscillatory correlation signal match ([Supplementary Information Section 4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The slightly lifted wings in the experimental two-pulse correlation curves, which are not reproduced by our model, arise from a small amount of uncompensated group velocity dispersion of the laser pulses.

On the basis of the adjusted model parameters, one can calculate the time-domain responses of both antennas upon single-pulse excitation ([Figure 3c](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The directly excited antenna shows a strong response during the rising slope of the excitation pulse centered at *t*=0 fs, whereas at the same time, the shaded antenna oscillates with an amplitude that is 10 times lower, that is, a direct excitation intensity that is 100 times weaker. At *t* ≈ 40 fs, the oscillation of the excited antenna vanishes, and the shaded antenna exhibits its maximum oscillation amplitude. At *t* ≈ 60 fs, the excited antenna shows the second maximum of the oscillation amplitude, thus indicating the completion of the first full period of the oscillatory energy exchange. The ratio of 0.1 between the first and second maxima of the excited-antenna oscillation amplitude corresponds to an efficiency of 0.1^2^=1% for a full period of energy exchange. Hence, the experimentally realized energy transfer efficiency between the antennas is \~10% and agrees well with the theoretical 7% efficiency obtained in FDTD simulations. Note that the predicted theoretical efficiency does not necessarily reflect optimum coupling conditions since we did not explore the full parameter space, including the exact antenna position, its diameter, the groove depth or its width. Furthermore, the experimental efficiency is retrieved from the phenomenological coupled-oscillator model, and small deviations from a full electrodynamic simulation are expected. We would also like to stress that the more efficient initial transfer seen in the FDTD simulation ([Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), which is based on the direct excitation of the cavity caused by the dipole source, is irrelevant here: as estimated from far-field simulations, this cavity mode excitation is \~10--20 times less efficient compared to the WGM antenna excitation.

In summary, we have designed and demonstrated a plasmonic device that enables long-range strong coupling between selectively addressable nanoantennas separated by approximately twice the excitation wavelength, thus significantly exceeding the distance of approximately ten nanometers that is required for similarly efficient free-space coupling. The dynamics are well described by a coupled-oscillator model, which shows complex energy flow dynamics that can be tailored via dissipation of involved plasmonic resonances. In addition to possible applications of our scheme in ultrafast nanocircuitry, the presented system is a highly interesting scheme for coupling spatially separated quantum emitters: energy transfer rates are demonstrated that are two orders of magnitude larger compared to the 1D plasmonic waveguides^[@bib13]^ that were proposed for strong quantum emitter coupling^[@bib28]^ over large distances^[@bib3]^. Recently, strong coupling between a single quantum emitter and a plasmonic resonator has been demonstrated^[@bib16]^. On the basis of this finding, our plasmonic hybridization scheme provides a direct approach for achieving a strong coupling of quantum emitters over large separations because the coupling is transitive for properly chosen emitter parameters; that is, if A and B, and B and C are strongly coupled, A and C are also strongly coupled. Note that the demonstrated hybridization scheme reduces the linewidth of the antenna mode and thus facilitates more pronounced strong-coupling-induced mode splitting.

Methods
=======

FDTD calculations
-----------------

For FDTD calculations, the commercial software Lumerical (Lumerical Solutions, Inc., Vancouver, Canada, Version 8.11.337) is used based on the data of Johnson and Christy^[@bib29]^. The elliptical cavity is meshed adaptively such that the effective wavelength inside a specific material is resolved by 22 grid points. Locally, extra polygon meshes with a 2-nm resolution are employed to model the WGM antennas with rounded V-shaped grooves. Dipole sources placed within the structure (on the symmetry axis of the WGM antenna 38 nm below the Au-vacuum interface) are used for excitation. Tests show that the periodic energy transfer between the WGM antennas is unaffected by whether the source is placed inside or outside the metal. Perfectly matched layer boundary conditions are chosen, and the symmetry plane defined by the major axis of the elliptical cavity and the surface normal is exploited to reduce the memory demand. Note that simulations with and without WGM antennas are performed using identical meshes. For cavity simulations without WGM antennas, the dipole source is located 10 nm above the cavity floor. Frequency-domain monitors are used to record the response function in the vicinity of the WGM antennas and the cavity mode.

The normalized energy transfer rate (nETR) is derived from FDTD simulations in which the dipole source is placed 10 nm above one WGM antenna. Following the strategy that was introduced by Marocico *et al*^[@bib19]^, and employed by Martin-Cano *et al*^[@bib13]^, the nETR is obtained as the ratio between the intensity (absolute magnitude squared of the induced local electric field) 10 nm above the other antenna and the intensity at the same position but for a dipole emitting in vacuum. In Lumerical FDTD, the electric field strength is referenced to the analytical formula describing the radiated power of an electric dipole inside a homogeneous material^[@bib20]^. Since the dipole source itself is located in vacuum in both simulations, that is, with and without plasmonic enhancement, the obtained field data are referenced to the same analytical source spectrum.

Preparation of elliptical SPP cavity with embedded WGM nanoantennas
-------------------------------------------------------------------

The demonstrated efficient energy transfer between plasmonic antennas relies on low damping of the involved resonances. To meet this requirement, a novel preparation scheme is employed ([Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). First, single-crystalline gold plates are chemically synthesized on a glass substrate^[@bib26]^ and then transferred onto a conductive substrate by a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)-assisted transfer method^[@bib30]^. Using FIB, one gold plate is perforated with elliptical holes of desired major and minor axis lengths *a* and *b*. Using the PMMA transfer again, the perforated gold plate is then stacked on top of another untreated chemically synthesized gold plate. The lower gold plate serves as an atomically flat cavity floor, and the elliptical holes of the upper gold plate serve as cavity walls. The wall height is controlled by selecting plates with the proper thickness after the growth process. As a last step, the elliptical plasmonic cavities are transferred to an indium tin oxide (ITO) substrate and WGM nanoantennas are milled into the floor via FIB milling. The ITO substrate avoids effects of sample charging during PEEM experiments. The device geometries for the cavity and WGM antennas were optimized to match their spectral resonances to the excitation wavelength.

Time-resolved two-photon photoelectron emission microscopy (TR 2P-PEEM)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

We use a Ti:Sapphire laser oscillator (Newport Spectra-Physics Tsunami, 24 fs, 80 MHz, 796 nm, 9 nJ maximum energy per pulse) to generate a sequence of two ultrashort laser pulses with a variable delay Δ*t* by using a home-built phase-stabilized Mach--Zehnder interferometer. The pulses are focused onto the sample (20 cm focal length, 50 μm focus diameter) under 65° angle of incidence. Prior to measurements, the sample is cesiated to lower the work function of the surface, thus enabling a two-photon photoemission process from Au. For each time delay Δ*t,* the spatial distribution of the electron emission is recorded by the CCD camera of the PEEM (Focus GmbH, Huenstetten, Germany) with a spatial resolution of better than 40 nm.
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![Concept and simulation of periodic coherent energy transfer between localized modes embedded in a plasmonic cavity. (**a**) Cross section along the major axis of an elliptical surface plasmon polariton (SPP) cavity (2.092 μm major axis length, 1.450 μm minor axis length, 500 nm rim height). Two whispering-gallery-mode (WGM) antennas are embedded at the two focal points of the cavity. The right antenna (WGM~*r*~) is locally excited by a dipole source (red arrow) emitting a 30 fs Gaussian pulse (center frequency *ω*~L~=2.41 rad fs^−1^). The diameter and groove depth *d*~gr~ of the WGM antennas are 140 nm and 118 nm, respectively. (**b**) Temporal evolution of the electric field magnitude recorded along the major axis of the ellipse and in a plane 10 nm below the cavity floor as a function of the time *t* after the excitation pulse. The percentages close to the white arrows indicate the energy transfer efficiencies, as deduced from the square modulus of the local field amplitude. (**c**) Local fields at the two WGMs as a function of time *t*. The origins of the dashed arrows indicate the positions at which the local fields are recorded, that is, in the grooves of the WGM antennas. The dashed lines show the corresponding field magnitudes derived from the coupled-oscillator model with adjusted parameters. The spectral responses for WGM~*r*~ (excited antenna) derived from the FDTD (solid line) and coupled-oscillator model (dashed line) are shown in the inset. (**d**) Impact of cavity damping *γ*~c~ on the temporal evolution of the excitation asymmetry between WGM~*r*~ and the left antenna WGM~*l*~. Using the coupled-oscillator model, the excitation asymmetry is calculated as the field intensity difference between both antennas normalized to the sum of both field intensities.](lsa2017111f1){#fig1}

![Preparation of high-*Q* SPP cavities with embedded WGM antennas. (**a**) Preparation steps for cavity structures based on single-crystalline Au plates (for details, see Methods) and poly(methyl methacrylate)-assisted (PMMA) transfer steps. All nanostructuring is done by focused ion beam (FIB) milling. Stacking of two Au plates avoids ion bombardment damage of the cavity floor and is essential to achieve high-*Q* SPP cavities. (**b**) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a representative cavity with embedded WGM antennas (SEM column is tilted by 52° with respect to the surface normal). In addition, the illumination condition is indicated for TR 2P-PEEM as used to experimentally observe the periodic energy transfer between the WGM antennas. A sequence of two ultrashort laser pulses with variable delay Δ*t* is directed onto the sample with an incident angle of 65°. The electrons emitted from the cesiated Au surface in a two-photon process are recorded using PEEM (not shown).](lsa2017111f2){#fig2}

![Experimental demonstration of periodic long-range energy transfer. (**a**) Two-photon photoemission pattern of three elliptical SPP cavities with varying geometric parameters. All embedded WGMs have a diameter of 250 nm and the indicated groove depth *d*~gr~. The dashed ellipses indicate the rims of the plasmonic cavities. (**b**) Two-pulse correlation photoemission yields for excited (right panel, red line) and shaded (left panel, blue line) antennas as a function of delay Δ*t* between the two exciting laser pulses. The signals are integrated over 20 × 20 pixel arrays centered on the WGM-related emission hot spots. The yields are normalized to the yield obtained for large Δ*t*. Normalized two-pulse correlation signals derived from a coupled-oscillator model with adjusted model parameters are shown for both antennas as black lines (moved upwards by one unit for better visibility). Model parameters: degenerate resonance frequencies *ω*~l,r,c~=2.33 rad fs^−1^ for left and right WGMs and the cavity, damping parameters *γ*~l,r~=0.078 fs^−1^ for left and right WGMs and *γ*~c~=0.022 fs^−1^ for the cavity, coupling constant *κ*=0.16 rad^2^ fs^−2^ or WGM-cavity coupling, fraction of incident field strength directly delivered to the shaded WGM antenna *α*=0.11 and relative excitation phase *φ*=−π/10 for both antennas. (**c**) Temporal evolution of the electric fields of both WGM antennas upon single-pulse excitation based on the coupled-oscillator model adjusted to the experimental correlation signals shown in (**b**).](lsa2017111f3){#fig3}
